00 Errata, Rules Clarifications and additional FAQs (V1 June 2022)
Please note an updated rulebook was released along with
this Errata and FAQ document that clarifies a number of
points especially related to setup.
Errata

FAQs
1) Q: Can you collect from a location with a flipped beast

1) Tactics card: Righteous Fury & Forbidden Knowledge:

Technically you can collect from a location with a non-flipped beast too. However, whenever a beast is present
REGARDLESS OF FLIP/NOT FLIPPED, when you collect you
do not get the reward from that location

2) Mission: Dedicated Research - 'One per turn' should be

2) Q: The Ridge. Move a Beast & Flip it. Does the beast
perform its ability after the move, before the flip?

The Icons are incorrect; please refer to the text explanations
on the cards and in the player references for the correct
effect.

'Once per turn'.

3) Rules:

means "Steal 1 resource of your choice

Yes

(K/R/W) from the player of your choice"

3) Q: Who decides what happens to scouts when a player
moves a beast during their turn?

4) On page 28 of the rulebook, the solo rules states that the

The current holder of the first player token, as always

player should remove the Preferential Treatment mission
card. This is a misprint, and you should instead remove the
Underworld Map mission card.
Rules Clarifications

1) Placement of scouts can only be done from your reserves.
2) Tactics cards are single use and discarded after use. If the
deck ever runs out, immediately shuffle the discard pile into
a new deck.
3) Extra action tokens are single use. Discard them to take
an extra action. You may use as many as you wish during a
single turn. Remember that the Collect restrictions as
described on page 9 of the rulebook still apply even if you
have more actions.
4) The Fruit token is removed from the board during the
Cleanup Phase.
5) When you are instructed to take an action from something, it means an additional action.

4) Q: How does the Observatory work? Can a player
collect these resources each turn?

Yes, it works exactly as described in the player reference and
on the token.
5) Q: is the Graveyard part of the 'Main Board'

No, the Main Board refers to all locations and excavation
sites

